Tiger Tales
Sponsored
Once
by- Tony and Marks at Glenunga
Doesn’t time fly when you’re
having fun, but here we go again.
100 year celebrations
President Bob continues to
remind us that we are an old and
proud Club. Wouldn’t it be great
to win a few Pennants in our 100th
Year. And there are some there
for the taking. It’s
the last
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the final few ends, and certainly
not the time to relax and take the
foot off the peddle. Train hard,
play hard, and then we can
celebrate hard!
Friday Jackpot
It went off a couple of weeks ago.
Brian Jenkins was playing a Club
Tournament, so lucky Jan ( which
one?) picked the joker for him.
Club Coaching
Line and length!
Apart from the above, what can I
say. If you haven’t seen the
amount of time that Bushy
spends at the Club offering his
coaching skills to EVERYONE who
is willing ‘to book a time’, then
you don’t spend much time at
the Club practising.
Selection
So, who would want to be a
selector? It seems that besides the
fact that the selectors don’t know
how good a bowler you really are,
they are perhaps occasionally
failing to inform everyone when
changes are made to teams. This
has been recognised, and
Selectors will try to address this
problem.

Diggers Day
What a great day! We had 28
teams, the Greens were running
well, the weather was perfect, and
thanks to that little band of
workers who do what has to be
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done so that you can enjoy a day
of bowls, all went well without a
hitch. I certainly enjoyed the day
of bowls. But I did go a little
earlier than the prescribed time to
lend a hand. Dennis was out there
rolling the green, and I saw Carl
doing the same on C Green.
Didn’t the place look great with
the Australian flags around the
bar ( was that Dennis again?) and
the beautifully adorned tables
( the work of a female ex-teacher)
Someone had already put the
mats out, done the scoreboards,
and put up the shades. So I went
to the kitchen where Barb, Di,
Carol and Jan were busy
preparing the food. Carl
performed the ‘gopher’ kitchen
duties for the day.
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Cribby sold the raffle tickets,
Truck was worn out at the end of
the day (and he wasn’t bowling)
Mike kept the scores and Albert
collected the money. At this stage
I had found a job to do. I opened
the cans of peaches and the
beetroot. There were others who
did their bit and all I can say is -----well done. And of course, if
you wanted to rehydrate, Dennis,
Mike and Leon were there to help
you. Margaret and John Whelan
led the singing of the National
Anthem, and of course, a big
thank you to Albert, the front
man, organiser and provider of
the Life Savers. The winners of
the day were---oh no, not againVicki and Trevor Feast, Postie,
John ( COB) Whelan and
Rodney. No wonder they won,
they had five players!

Congratulations to-----Vicki Feast Ladies Champion
Nibs
Men’s Champion

Mike was obviously in the
kitchen at some time too! And
there is Barb.

The Thursday Team for some
great wins and all the Wednesday
Teams who are going well.

